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It was the claim of the earliest
followers of Jesus that his reign was
the "end" of the world. As it worked
out, ii was not the end of time. But
the additional claim that Jesus'death
and resurrection judged, in a way, the
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forces of evil makes us ask whether
the reign of Christ is the "end" after
all-whether his way of living and dying is the end as in point or purpose
of all living and dying.

Thus, two irnportant articles in
this issue probe the question of how
the doctrine of the last things should
affect the way we live in the present.
To a readership which I would guess
largely rejects the kind of pop premillennialism offered by Hal Lindsey
et al., John McCook warns us not to
reject all ideas of the end, since it
does impinge on ihe present (p. 3).

And J. Robert Ross thoughtfully

probes the political and social impiications of living between the inauguration of the end, and the end iiself
( p. 5) Staying with these ideas with
some vigor will, I predict, stimulate
you.
And speaking of the social implications of the gospel, the recent race
riots in Iloston remind us thai ihe
fires of prejudice sfill smolder. Paul
Fhillips reminds us (p. 20) of where
we've been on ùhis issue by briefly
analyzing several books on the theme.
As Christians, we must be busy making racial equality more than a popular "theme," bui a lifestyle as well.
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Justice

World
A¡ready Judged
im ä

By JOHN McCOOK

"Then he told me, 'Do not seal up the words
the prophecy of this boole, because the
time is near. Let him who does wrong continue to do wrong; let him who is uile continue
to be uile; let him whc¡ does right continue to
do right; and Let him who is holy continue to
be holy. "-Reuelation 22 : I 0- I 1, NIV.

of

Recent issues of Mission have seen more and
rnore articles concerned with basic questions
about the practice of justice in the kingdom of
God. I have been particularly encouraged to see
the way authors have approached the pros and
cons of capital punishment, the military, and
economics, because it shows that we are beginning to understand the deeper implications of
the truth that Christianity is eschatologícal.
This "seminary word" must not scare us away
from the truth behind it: the Christian practice
of justice must occur in the age of "the last
things" (Greek eschaton). Hence topics such as
warfare, the concept of "jubilee" in the Old
Testament, and whether women do in fact exist,
must be approached with the pressing awareness
that we are "in the world but not of it." Injustice has already been judged by the nature of the
New Age inaugurated by Jesus. And yet, because
we are still in the world, Christians must be concerned with how we relate to the causes and
cures of injustice between now and the Last Day.
We are not excused from participating in the
processes of justice merely because of our hope
in the second coming.
The sometimes undue concentration on the
second coming of Christ has begun to give eschatology a bad name. If all that eschatology is concerned with is how to avoid the Tribulation,
then the desire of some to avoid eschatology is
John McCooÍ¿ is a Christian al large who liues in
Ohlahomø City. He høs supported his Christian interests,
ineludtng wrítíng, by worhing as a stanentason, sheel
metal worhet', and cørpen,ter.
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understandable and even preferable. But there is
more to it than that, and a movement such as

the Restoration Movement in America, which
has been famous for its zeal to obtain the last
word on any given subject, ought to have a particularly keen interest in eschatology, if anybody
should.
So then, let us dwell for awhile on the thought
that Christianity is eschatological. It is eschatoIogical, first of all, in the sense that a once-for-all
judgment of the world took place in the death
of Jesus on the cross. With the coming of Christ
came the last things of the OId Age; the New
Age, or the hingdom of God, made its way into
the world. Those who believe in Jesus as the Son
of God, hìs propitiary death and resur:rection
from the dead, pass from spiritual death. The
life of the New Age is made available to him here
and now through his faith, while the unbeliever
remains under condemnation (John 3:18).

Second, Christianity is eschatological in that
Day
when all men shall be judged for the deeds done
in this body, whether good or evil tries to adjust the way he lives accordingly. Actually, the
day of Christ's first coming and the firm conviction that he is with us now should determine the
way we live morè than any nervous anticipation
of his second coming. This is because those who
believe have already "crossed over from death to
life" (Jn. 5:24).
'lhird, Christianity is eschatological in the
sense that "in this world we are like him" (1 Jn.
4:I7\. If the presence of Jesus in the world
brought with it a judgment of sin and the taste
of the "powers of the age to come," so also does
o¿lr presence in the world. The same Jesus who
warned us not to judge or damn other men advised us to make righteous judgments, not only
in respect to the choice of right and wrong for
onr private lives, bnt in respect to rþht and
wrong in the greater arena of the affairs of men"

the Christian, seeing the approach of a
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in his prrblic statements
to and about the Pharisees, and in such things as
his action in cleansíng thr: Temple. Ilis whole life
Jesus demonstrated this

showed that he was a man of public responsibility.

It is in just such a wây, then, that we should
attempt to bring "the last things" or eschatology
into the "now"; and it is in this way that eschatology is concemed with justice.
With this in mind, the next question we should
ask is, "What form should Christian justice takehow far should it go?" To begin to answer this
question, we should examine the nature of government f¡om a New Testament perspective and,
for a change, look at the question from the top

strate itself in nonviolent ways. Ilurthermore, at
this point I have a questior"r for Gary Cummings
("Julrilee and the h4essage of Jesus," Mission,
July 1979). He mourns the acceptance of a
"mechanistic message aboLtt Jesus rather than recapturing the very essence of his message." But
does he not risk doing that very thing when he
advocates simply "the redistribution of the earth
and its resources for all humanity," and stamps
it as the very essence of the message of Jesus? If
ever there was a mechanistic approach to the
gospel, this is it. Even so, how could such a thing
be done in cooperation with existing governments without the same type of sell-out that

This leaves me, a former total pacifist,
with no choice but to conclude that God is serious about
justice; tirat it is a form of love; and that this love
does not always demonstrate itself in nonviolent ways.

down instead of frorn the bottom up. It is nothing short of amazing when one stops to consider
how mnch debate there has been over whether a
Christian should participate in politics, but how
little thought has been devoted to contemplating
what a truly Christian gouernnlent wovld look
like. It might yield some surprising results.
For one thing, the concept of the støte is not
prominent in New 'festament thought. Instead
we see discussion of how we should relate to
government, Outside the New Testament, people
base ther concept of the state upon the character of persons as it is understood by people at a
given time and place, Hence, in America we
maintain that government is "of the people, by
the people, and for the people," which leaves
room for just about anything.
The writers of the New Testament, on the
other hand, maintain simply that gouernment is
of God, sword and all. We see soldiers coming to
John to be baptized; they are not told to put off
their uniforms and work for Jubilee, Ì:ut rather
to treat people fairl5r. We see a ceuturion asking
Jesus to heal his absent son; he is not advised to
bring fortl'r fruits of repentance by turning away
from the military, but is commended for having
greater faith than the Master found in all of
Israel. Likewise, when Paul baptized the Philippian jailer, he did not advise him to find someone
else to give his heys to and join the travelling
band"

All of this leaves me, a former total pacifist,
with no choice but to conclude that, basically,

God is serious about justice; that it is a form of
love; and that this love does not always demon-
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Jesus avoided in his wilderness temptations,
something like "leaving off the last verse," as
Calvin Miller puts it in The Siruger? Again, Cummings leaves us with no foundation.
So we are stilì faced with asking what Christian justice and Christian government really are.
The language of the New Testament lifestyle is
very socialistic in appearance; or is it? God's initial desue for Israel to remain a theocracy excludes the characteristics of a government by
monarchy; or does it completely? I am left to
conclude that we cannot legislate love or belief
in God, but that after a certain point the /rulús
of unbelief will receive judgment.
In this way, the eschatology of justice is first
a message, the gospel of Jesus Christ. Such a message cannot be enforced; it can only be believed
and lived by. The most valuable action of justice
on the part of a Christian, then, is to find a way
to proclaim this message to those who haven't
yet heard nor understood it. In this way both
the justice and rnercy, the goodness and severity
of God have opportunity to be grasped by a person's heart, and so he may be saved.
'fhis is where we stand between now and the
return of our Savior and Lord, Jesus Christ. It
would be nice to live under a Christian monarchy, but we don't have time to work very hald
on that. And even though one day Jesus will be
present as the manifest ruler over the entire
earth, I certaínìy don't feel inspired to work for
a one-world government before that time. Instead, "as we have opportunity, let us do good
to all people, especially to those who belong to
the family of believers" (Gal. 6:10).
t
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Bible-believing people show signs of re-entering world history. Many of us, we may recall,
fled the historical scene during the "social gospel" era, abandoning politics and social justice
to the liberals, who sought to bring in the kingdom of God on earth. Now, krowever, "new evangelicals" are insisting that Jesus not only called
persons to personaì morality and future salvation, but also to challenge the immoral social
structures of this present world.
If this movement is successful, it must deal
with a tension in the New Testament itself. Seminaries teach students to call this tension "eschatological dualism." The phrase implies that on
the one hand Jesus promised a salvation which
would be revealed at the end (eschaton), but on
the other hand calls us to make the results of
that wholeness a present reality. We must therefore ask ourselves what it means for the gospel
to bring new life in Jesus Christ, while at the
same time involving us in the structures of a
world which is passing away. What is it like to
live "between the ages"?
The answer, I believe, is to be discovered in a

biblical definition of hope. Only this kind of
hope can enable us to cling to the promises of
God which have their fulfillment in the future,
and at the same time serve our neighbor in a
world of darkness, pain, and death.
Because we have seen Jesus Christ, we have a
glimpse of what this world can and ruill someday
be like. 'Ihis hope in a new world conformed to
the image of Christ and his will has both a critical and a creative function in relation to the circumstances now prevailing, In the first place it is
critical of both traditional and revolutionary
programs. Hope in the new which is based on
the resurrection life of Christ, hope for freedom,
peace, and reconciliation, is a source of dissatisfaction with every arrangement thus far designed
to meet human needs. Even the arrangements
J. Robert lloss is a cømpus minister at Easlern IIIinoÌs
State Uniue¡'sily at Charleston. This article is adapted

from "LiuÌng Between Two Ages," irz Dreams, Visions
and Oracles, ed. Carl Edwin Armerding and W. Ward
Gasque. Copyright 1977 by Baher BooÌe llouse and used
by permission.
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By J. ROBERT ROSS

which are presumably "sacred," i.e. ecclesiastical

and civil institutions, are not immune to the
questions which come from the future. Even if
the present order is the best that has ever been

devised, although all such comparative judgments

it is only a hint as
to what shall be. Hope is the very opposite of
defensiveness. It feels no need to preserve the
are very suspect, nevertheless

present order because the present has the sanction of history, human authority or even relative
success.

There are in this world arrangements which
function quite well with which society can be
quite happy if it has no vision of the future of
Jesus Christ. Segregation has been one such arrangement established by civil powers and often
blessed by the religious powers. The success of
the arrangement was due to the satisfaction not
only of whites but to some degree of blacks also.

The system specifically defined all forms of

social contact-religious, economic, sexual, recreational, etc.---and prclvided a rather secure
framework for interaction. Everyone knew his
place. Even the oppressed party, the blacks, by
accepting the system could enjoy a modicum of
security and on certain levels even develop rather
close ties with their racial masters. Thus the
breakdown of segregation evoked among rnany
blacks considerable anxiety. Where there was no
hope there was no will to endure the pain of
change. This explains the grain of truth in the
whites' saying that "the colored are happier with
their own kind." But the future we hope for in
Jesus Christ calls in question this arrangement
and many others, no matter how comfortable
they may be. Hope must speak out against them,
and it will gladly endure the suffering necessary
for the light of the dawning day to break into
the darkness of every subhuman institution.
Hope criticizes not only the status quo but
also every revolutionary movement which attacks
the past. While hope is not afraid of change, it
also refuses to worship even the best imitations
of that most radical change of all, the Kingdom
of God. 'Xhus when the Christian withholds allegiance from a rabid black nationalism or when
B5

he refuses to contribute to a fund for the purchase of submachine guns to be distributed in
the ghetto-or in the police department-he need
not act out of reactionary fear but because of
the most revolutionary hope. Precisely because
of hope in God's promises embodied at one point
in time and space in Jesus, the Christian refuses
to be satisfied with any "messiah" who promises either in word or deed anything less than
that which has already been glimpsed in Jesus
of Nazareth.
But although hope is continually critical, it
never despai¡s. Paradoxically because of its vision
of the future, hope is a stimulus to creativity in
the face of apparently insurmountable barriers.
This is the hope that believes against hope and
ventures the impossible, confident that the God
who raises the dead is able to accomplish whatever he promises (cf. Rom. 5:18-21-). Such hope
has no attachment to the clay idols of tradition.
It looks for new heavens and a new earth. And
such vision produces imaginative, compassionate,
daring action.
The conviction that Jesus Christ is true man,
man as he shall be transformed by God's grace,
kindles the hope that all persons may share in his
likeness. In the face of the poor, the homeless,
the lonely, the sick, and the oppressed, hope can
see only Christ, and it acts accordingly. This
does not mean that Christ is identical with our
neighbor, as some modern distortions of the gospel would have it. Rather, hope expects the impossible. People who are so unlike Christ are
those for whom he died, and by his power they
may be conformed to his most glorious image
according to the promise of God. The negative,
obverse side of this hope is the realization that
wrath awaits those who persist, in their rejection
of the free gift of life in Christ. Hell is not an object of hope, properly speaking. But it is the inevitable consequence of persistent moral rebellion, given the fact that the moral creator of the
universe cannot deny himself. Hell is no arbi
trary, spiteful vengeance by an ill-tempered deity.
It is the ultimate expression of God's moral character for those who refuse his grace.
The Christian's confidence in the fulfillment
of God's most stupendous promises means that
we must search for a new, more "radical" meaning of words such as "radical" and "revolutionary." What men call radical or revolutionary is
often merely a surface revision of a very old and
very corrupt system. The modern black-white
situation can again illustrate the point. A black
revolution which only paints the old order black
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rather than leaving it white is no revolution at
all. A truly radical approach to the situation requires much more than a frustrated reaction by
an oppressed minority no matter how socially or
psychologically understandable or justifiable such
a reaction might be. A truly radical approach
calls for (1) the redemption from sin and guilt
accruing to the oppressors; (2) a transvaìuation
of the accepted social and political norms in
terms of only one criterion-humanness defined
by Jesus Christ in contrast to the worldly criteria
of race, class or culture; and (3) the acceptance
of one fact as determinative of all human relations, i.e. "God was in Christ reconciling the
world to himself" (2 Cot.5:19).
The radical who acts upon these truly revolutionary principles will negate every social structure which interferes with their realizaiton in his
life. He has no need to cling to his own life-physically, socially, or politically. His reliance upon
and hope in a resurrection God enables him to
affirm his own death, and that includes the death
of the social or institutional structures with
which he would ordinarily identify as a citizen
of this world. Indeed, in baptism he has already
affirmed his death in union with Christ (Rom.
6:3-4). Such audacious action is possible only
Many conservative Christians
w¡th the most fervent hope
in Christ's appearing believe
that the world is a sinking ship
and tnat it is futile to polish
the brass or trim the sails.

because death has already been conquered in
Christ. In him we participate in the victory over
death even when death apparently has the last
word in our social and political life.
This approach to the "life between two ages"
presupposes that vital Christian hope does not

motivate one to withdraw from the arena of
social and political conflict. But a word of explanation is in order here, since many conservative Christians with the most fervent hope in
Christ's appearing have taken a quite different
position. According to their view, the world is a
sinking ship, and it is futile to polish the brass or
trim the sails. Better to spend our time getting
the life boats underway and warning our fellow
passengers of the impending doom.
There is a certain plausibility to such a view
NOVEMBER 1979

and even a grain of truth. It is of the utmost importance that the Christian not forget the judgment that lies over this world, and that he not
become entangled in the affairs of the world so
that he loses sight of his ultimate allegiance, We
are pilgrims and strangers in a land that is most
definitely not our home. However, quietistic or
pietistic religion taken to its extreme forgets the
importance both of the incarnation and the second coming. When Christ became flesh, he signaled to man God's intention to save the world
not by ignoring it but by becoming most concretely involved in it. And if the redemption to
be revealed at Christ's appearing is in a real sense
a redemption of the world God has made and
loves-not merely a rejection of it for something
more ethereal-then those of us who hope in
Christ must be no less concerned with the world
today while we await the world tomorrow,
which will find fulfilled all of God's promises for
it. Paul even speaks of the creation waiting for
the revealing of the sous of God (Rom. 8:19).
Apparently the curse which fell on the world at
Adam's rebellion (Gen. 3:17-19) is only removed
at the final redemption of Adam's sons.
The amillennialist denies that God will save
this world. He looks for the destruction of the
old and the beginning of something entirely new'
But if there is any truth in the premillennial or
postmillennial view, both of which expect the
rule of Christ to become effective over all creation, then we cannot give up today what our
Lord tomorrow shall transform.
It is true that there are almost no prescriptions
in the New Testament for the Christian's participation in the larger problems of society. But
social involvement is a fact of human existence
in this age, and no biblical author iu any dispensation was so naive as to suggest otherwise. The
nature of that involvement is one thing in an ancient oriental dictatorship or world empire. When
a Christian is a slave in the first century Roman
empire, he has almost no opportunities for involvement of the larger social and political probIems of his community. But the opportunities
and responsibilities of a free citizen in a modern
Iiberal, democratic nation state are something
entirely different.
The Christian's use of political techniques cannot be prescribed ahead of time. (And it can
never suhstitute for his witness to Jestls Christ!)
Political processes are like everything else in this
wotld-temporary tneans by whicÌt some proxi'
mate good may be accomplished. They ate trot
the means by which the kingdom is inaugurated.
NOVËMBËR i979

¡\ncl potitical parties and goals shouid never be
allowed to compete with the Lordsl'rip of Christ.
In passing, Ít is well to point out that "¡rolitics" is not something limited to the processes of
civil government. It is a process of power adjustment for the purpose of achieving the goals of
any and every hr-tman institution, including the
church. 'l'hose who wish to stay out of politics
should never become an elder, bishop, deacon,
or minister in the chnrch. And when one does accept an office in the church, he should not forget
that the kingdom of God is not inaugurated by
Those who wish to stay out of
politics should never become an
elder, deacon, bishop, or minister.
tsut he should not forget that the
kingdom is not inaugurated by
ecclesiastical politics any more

than by civil politics.
ecclesiastical politics any nlore than by civil
politics. If there is a word to guide us in these
difficult matters, it is this: "I do all things for
the gospel's sake" (2 Cor.9:23).
The ultimate effect of hope on ollr life today
is to require us to make every decision in the
light of the future. Br-rt this does not imply a
naive idealism, a sort of fìantasy that things will
be better by and by. Flope begins with the most
realistic fact of history, the cross <lf Christ. It
does not, therefore, fool itself about the risks of
living in this world according to the rules of another world. God loved, ar-rd the cross was what
happened to his love. And when we accept the
call of Christ, the only hand with which he leads
us is nail-scarred.

But the realism of Christian love does not deinto cynicism because of the elemetrt clf
hope in it. The cynic is one who is overly impressed with the present limitations of human
existence. The Christian commits himself in the
present moment to the neighbor in need, but he
does so in hope of the resurrection. 'Ihtts the
cross and the resurrection are inextricably joined,
so that one cannot hope for the resurrection
without the death of the cross, and one does not
endure the cross without, the hope of the resturection. If "heaven" is love, then love is today a
sign of heaven on earth. As Jurgen Molttnann
pr-rt it, "Love creating new life out of nothing, is
t
resnrrection in this life."
generate
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Business Integrity

life all four ways of seeing; only then was he able
to walk the circle a complete man. We as businessmen in the modern world must stress that
our associates, our contemporaries, and our employees understand and seek to be overall bal-

anced people.
Second, business concepts regarding money
and its use need to be reviewed. Money should
be viewed as a tool and a means of exchange
helpful and giving a partial measure of the satisfaction of immediate goals; but never should
money be regarded as the ultimate measure of
success. The

By BEN B. BOOTHE

The time is right for businessmen to set out
clear principles of business and life which are
basic, healthy, and true-principles which have
enabled men to become successful ìeaders in
many realms.

Our colleges, training programs, and personnel
programs do a magnificent job of teaching tech-

niques, facts, and methods for business success.
All too often, however, the matter of integrity is
forgotten, A recent article in the Walt Street
Journal carried a headline "To Some at Harvard,
Telling Lies Becomes a Matter of Course.', The
article described a Harvard Business School
course in which students are taught the value of
misrepresenting their. position during negotiation.
The article caused an uproar at Harvard. The
matter of lying was relabeled "strategic misrepresentation" in effort to justify the practice.
Ironically, in a survey at the Harvard Business
School nearly 60 percent of first-vear students
requested more classroom discussion on ethical
issues.

Such issues must be based first on an emphasis on the whole persol-ì as this relates to success.
The Cheyenne lndians believed in tire meclicine
wheel, a ci.r'cle of four large stones pointing
north, south, east, and west respectively. Each

direction had spiritual significance, in that each
represented different perspectives of life. Wisdom was across frorr innocence, illumination opposite from perception. The Cheyennes thought
each person inherently had one or two traits of
knowledge, but nobody l-rad all four. The lifelong
quest of the Indian was to achieve through his
Ben B. Boothe is uice president of Ouerton Parh National

Bank in lÌorl Worth, 'I'exas, ønd a metnber o/ Mission's
board of {,rustees. IIe is publishing a booh on business
ethics which is expected to appear e.arly next year.
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ultimate measure of success in busi-

ness has to be viewed comprehensively. Other
measurements are: fair earnings per share; the
business's contributions to employees, employers, and owners; the business's contributions to
society; and what Iastíng value will the business
accomplish.
Thus, business should view its role not only in
terms of earnings per share but in terms of social
consciousness balanced by the pragmatic needs
of business. Modern businesses need more men
such as the late Charles Tandy of Fort Worth,

who not only viewed his success in terms of
wealth but also in terms of how "the construction of this project" wiìl contribute to the city
within which it is located.
A third concept of business integrity concerns
human dignity and respect. All too often business dealings are like the story of the druggist
who ran a half price special on laxatives in hope
that it would assist him in liquidating a large
stock of toilet paper he had on hand. Obviously,
his marketing creativity was exceptional, but his
integrity left something to be desired. Business
in general should relearn the aspect of customers
being treated with dignity, and individuals being
treated with the respect which they deserve. A
mistake often made by businessmen is treating

the masses as statistics and establishing rigid rules
of operation which fail to account for the human
factor.
There are millions of human situations and
needs which cannot be met by simple rules or.
rigid policies. For every rule there is an exception, and for every human being there should be
people available to listen, take an interest in, and
try to meet individual needs. There should be a
renewal of interest in the management of business on the basis of the interests of consume¡s
and customers as such. Businesses must deal with
customers as friends, with personal interests at
stake, not as masses or unnamed herds of nonentities to be manipulated in terms of volume

NOVEMBËR 1979

and mass psyclìology.

I believe there is no subject of greater rele-

vånce and im¡iortauce than tl-re subject of integbusiness dealiugs in today's
world. The very sttrvival of capitallsm and free
enterprise as we hnow thetn are at stahe.
Yet, even Christian colleges often ignore ethics
in favor of studying the economic systems which
depend on human integrity. In my four years at
Harding College we had very few discussions on
ethics. We were taught methods, we memorized

rity and ethics iu

chapters of the tsible, we learued certain Greek
words, and, as Bible and speech majors, how to
knock doors and intimidate people into attend"
ing church. Only recently have I been etrcouraged to learn that a business ethics course is uow
being offered.
Both the school and the I'rome nrust realíze
that integrity on the part of executives, and
small businessmen could well be the deciding
factor as to whether society as we know it will
survtve.
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E)esth" (Blah.)
By G.JAMES ROBINSON

I gave them my best shot that Sunday.It was
the very basis of my belief, and the only reason that I continue to claim to be a Christian.
The resurrection clf Jesus is my only line of
hope with reality of Iife, truth, goodness, right
and so forth.
My sermon did not evoke a great response
from the audience. For that matter I don't
know if it got any response at all. It disturbs
me that my best attempt at the very heart and
core of the message appeared to be a total
flop. Everyone went home and ate dinner and
watched some 'I'V and tool< a nap just like
always and as far as I know never thought of
it again. 'Il-ris is a little disturbing. Is it that
blah? Is Lhe message of life after death, or life
after life, as it is so smart to phrase it these
days, is it really that blah to people?
Yet, I have to admit that sometimes I have
trouble really believing it myself . I have read
most of the evidence on it one way or another,
and it does not convince me. Perhaps it's true
that it gets down to a faith thing. Each one
of us must choose faith and therefore hope, or
non-faith and therefore despair. It is simply
up to the individuaì.
Seems to me ib's we so-called Christians who
have the most trouble with life" We are the
ones who end up going nuts over the factthat
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there may not be a life after death. We have
been living with that hope for so loug that it is
very hard to think of living without that hope.
People who are not Christian have not lived
with that hope anyway and so they are not
very distwbed when they come to bhe starì<
realization that when you die it is all over.
But I cannot accept that, either. If everything else in the universe goes on living, or
shall we say existing, then why not the human
soul or spirit? l-or example, the seed goes into
the gtound and it perishes. But from the seed
comes forth much more of the same kind, like
the watermelon. Why can't we accept this

principle as true in the spirit of man? Matter
does not cease to exist, the scientists say.
Nothing ever really comes to an end. It
changes-every thing changes-bttt it does not
necessarily come to an end.
The point is, if everything else in the whole
universe changes, why is this not enottgh evidence that we, tocl, will not end, but will
simply change. That is exactly what Paul said
in 1 Corinthians 15. Of course I don't believe
everything Paul says, but rnaybe he really had
something there. Maybe in deatl-r we are sown
with a corruptible seed, and then born with
an incorruptible body, or something like that.
lhe actual wording is not im¡rortant and the
image is not very important except for the
fact that it portrays something very profotttrd
and hopefully true.
And if it could be true that by some strohe
we never will end and that life wíll go otr, the
possibility is so staggering that I cannot even
say it without reverence. Jttst the remote hope
that I might see Mama and Daddy again, or
communicale with them, is almost too muclr
to hope for. How can you handle it? What
does it mean? Why am I such a creep to doubt
it, and why, even when I doubt, am I such a
t
fool to keep on ho¡ring for it?

ATeacher, øStudent,
a.Straggle for Faíth
By JENNINGS DAVIS, JR., and SHAUNA WHITWORTH

Editor's Note-'I'he folLowing exchange

oc-

curred between the authors during a course at
Vista, California, offered by Pepperdine Unü
uersity. Writes I)r. Dauis, "When I read Shauna
Whitworth's paper, I wept. At this time, Ìzer
struggle for faith goes on. I secured her permission to publish our correspondence in the
hope that it will deepen the reader's insigltt
into human suffering, and stimulqte us all
to mahe our Christian witness dy namic and
personal."
Dear Professor Davis:
This is done in a personal way, as it is a personal message. One from me to you.
You have asked us to relate something that
was of significance to us in this class. I have
thought for many days on this subject and also
thought of many ways in which to answer. My
first instinct was to answer in a very safe wayone that does not leave me open or vulnerable.
But as I reflect on you as an instructor, I feel

that

I

could dare to reveal to yott those

times frightening inner thoughts.

some-

As I related to you earlier in the semester, I
have Multiple Sclerosis. This leaves me with a
few disabilities and many fears. To all outward
appearances, other than some tremors in the
hands, my physical state appears totally normal.
Here within my own home, however, there are
several noticeable problems. Little by little I am
losing the strength in my hands and arms. I can
no longer lift the pots in the kitchen, so the
cookir-rg has been taken over by the other family
members. They have teased me about my bad
cooking and said what a relief it is to have me
TT
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away from the stove. It is nice that they have,
with this humor, spared me the humiliation. And
it is good for all of us to work together and pull
the other's weight when there is a problem.
When I fi¡st learned of this M.S. and what it
can do, I wasn't really very upset. I decided that
there may well be a day when I would be in a
wheel chair, and although that was upsetting at
first, I finally decided that all that I wanted to
do could be done just as well from a chat. Four
years ago at Christmas time I was out doing some
shopping and I saw a woman that lives here in
Oceanside. She had no arms. She was born this
way. She has two children, drives a car, writes
checks with her toes and functions quite well.
This Christmas that I speak of I saw her get
out of her car and go into the market. She selected all of her groceries, went through the
check-out stand, coping with lines and children.
When her groceries were bagged, she left. I was
ahead of her. As I reached to put my key in the
ignition, I saw her headed for her car. She could
not maneuver the cart down the ramp. Many
people walked past her, Professor. She pushed
the cart with her body; and when it started to
get away from her, she pulled this heavy cart
back with one foot and steadied herself with the
other. I got out of my car and brought the cart
down to her car. She thanked me quietly and I
mumbled, "Sure, anytime. "
I went back to my car and drove away, but tr
r:cluld not make it home because of the tears. I
pulled my cil over and started to sob. FIow did
she survive not being able to hold her babies?
Who combed her halr? and the personal hygiene
. who? 'lhe tears just would not stop. I was
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not really crying for her, but for rnyself.
Late at night when all of the house is quiet
and I have only my thoughts to attend 1,o, the
fears creep in. I see the woman with no arms and
my heart aches for her, and for me. In the four
years that this problem has gnawed quietly at
the back of my mind, I have formed the question
in every way. . . .
Why, God? Why does this happen to people,
and most of all, why me? When I cannot leave
the house for the day because I do not have
enough bowel and bladder control to safely venture out, I am angry. I want to know why it is
that I must face this humiliation. How can God
be great? How can others refer to him as good?
ls he ever there? Depression has become a way
of life. Some days are l/vorse than others, but the
anger, the hurt, the pain in my heart is there
always.
I made a pact a couple of years ago that before all of the strength to care for my own personal hygiene was gone, I would manage to have
one up on God. He may decide who is blind, but
each person was given the gift of intelligence to
decide whether or not to accept that station in
life. There is a way out of the heartache. These
thoughts of suicide did not make me happier.
They were even more depressing. I could decide
not to live this way, but I had to leave permanently to do it---and I did not want to go. I have
spent quite some time lingering at the door, trying to decide whether to go or to stay. 'frue to
the behavior of other organisms in avoidance
situations, I did nothing.
at this door, I entered your class. No
doubt you saw my anger. God and I are not
friends, I just do not understand him. I did not
direct that anger to you; all I could do was look

Stun¿ing

at you in utter wonder. How can you see all that
there is to see in the world and still continue to
teach the glory of God? You quickly proved you
were not stupid. You weren't a fanatic about
your religion and therefore yolr were not unable
to see clearly.
Actually, i didn't hear a gleat deal of what
you spoke about in class-'these questions in my
mind were louder than your voice. Rut I did hear
you at dinner and on class breaks. At these times
you said very simpìy that there is no way for
you to answer my questions about human suffering. You see that it is there, but you have
faith that God knows all of the answers. And
you find comfort in knowing he has the answers.
NOVEMBËR 1979

Yor-rr faith does not let you set all of this sr"rfferir-rg aside (thaniis for not setting it aside), but

rather accept both pain and l,he fact that there is
a God there who has the answer.
Well, Professor, ali of the lecturing in the
world would not have dont¡ for me what the
outside reading did for me in this class. In researching a paper for the class I read with more
than the average student's eye, Iooking for material. I read with a real searching, a true wanting
to know, ancl I desperately needed that knowledge'-not for this paper, but for me.

I find the answers to the question that
Ieave me standing at the door? No, not completely. Btrt because I do not really want to leave
this life now, I am taking an avenLre to explore,
and a way to seek answers. I like the idea that
Victor Frankl, (Man's Search for Meaning) gave
me about suffering's being a way we can find
meaning to life: "Suffering ceases to be suffering
the moment it finds meaning."
If there is a why, I can bear the h<¡w. If I can
accept that there is a why and that God knows
what it is and that I will perhaps also know,
someday, then I can bear how I suffer. For now,
that is still not real easy to do. I do find peace in
the daylight hours while I am so busy. But at
night I cannot reflect on the words of Victor
Frankl. The leap to faith, nnconditional faith in
God, is the last step. I am not there yet. In self
discovery I hope to find the moment when I
have grown enough to make the leap to faith.
I certainly hope that this letter makes clear to
you the importance of this class to me. It is a
very difficult thing to relate to another. I have
greatly enjoyed rneeting you. You personally
have restored my faith in those who live within
the faith, this faith that is so strong and so real
that you do not preach it. You live it. You are
alive and real, you have all of the body functions
of other humans. You cry, you care about acne,
and you believe in a way that I cannot understand, yet which leaves me gteatly curious about
what you know.
Sincerely,

D'a

Sl-rauna

Whitworth

Dear Shauna,

Irirst, I want trs thanh you for sharùry your
feelings. I haue rectd and re-read your Letter ouer
qnd ouer. I am ntalzing a copy to keep and share
with others wlto struggLe. I'm gLad the course
(Continned on p. 14)
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By ROGËR F. ANDERSON

It is paradoxical that one of the motivating
factors of Alexander Campbell and of the Restoration Movement, the existence and rulership of
a clergy, remains to be found today in the form
of a ruling eldership in many churches. Although
we have become complacent over the years, it
should be recalled that the Restoration Movement itself was conceived and born during a
period of our history when the unquestioned
dominance of people by government was being
challenged. Since then, we have once again come
to the point where we are increasingly familiar
with lalge, powerful government. Correspondingly, we have hardly noticed the same trend in
the church. Whenever such rulership is questioned, the discussion inevitably centers around
the words 'oauthority" and "rule" of the New
Testament.
King George

III is reputed to have said, "I desire what is good, therefore, everyone who does
not agree with me is a traitor." The Jefferson
Memorial bears the inscription, "I have sworn
upon the alt¿r of God eternal hostility against
every form of tyranny over the mind of man.o'
Those quotations not only illustrate the conflicting ideas in this nation's earlier history, but they
also sound uncomfortably familiar when church
government is discussed. It is interesting to note
that Jefferson first uttered those words against
what he regarded as schemes of the clergy.
After authoritSr, the most frequent defense of
domineering elders is their sincerity. But is is not
a question of good intentions or orthodoxy. TIte
sin of exercising authority in order to elicit complicity is not excused by an otherwise virtuons
life, by doctrinal correctness, or by praying constantly for God's guidance. It is wrong for elders
tc¡ seek the good of the congregation and to clis"
charge their responsibility by making them feel
the weight of their authority (1 Pet. 5:3).

The apostle Paul asserted the rights of the individual when he told the Romans, "Let everyone be fully convinced in his own mind" (Iìom.
14:5). The Bible opposes two extremes regarding deference toward church leaders. One is
those who have no respect at all for their teachers
(apostles) and evangelists (Heb. 13:17). The
other is elders who lord their position over those
in their charge (1 Pet. 5:3). The Bible further
enforces the right of all people to be involved in
the decision-making process of the church. The
Jerusalem conference described in Acts 75:22 indicates that important decisions in Antioch and
Jerusalem were not made even then, without the
advice and consent of the whole church.
Since authority is the most frequent defense
for excessive dominance of elders, the focal
point of this discussion will be whether or not
elders do in fact have a right to "rule." Ttaditionally, elders and, consequently, members have
attempted to stand behind Hebrews 13:17 and
the word "rule" of 1 Timothy 5;17. However,
"ruling" is no more an exclusive function of
elders than preaching and teaching. 'Ihe Greek
counterpart of "who rule" (literally, "stañd before") is translated "he who gives aid" in Romans 12:B R.S.V. The context deals with acts of
love instead of positions of authority. A noun
form of the Greek wordproisúemi is used in reference to "our sister Phoebe, a deaconess of the
church. for she has been a 'helper' of many
and of myself as well" (Rom. 16:1-2). Phoebe

"stood before" Paul and others like

elders

"stand" before the church-not to wield authority but to show concerned cale.
In his book, Jesus' Church, John Allen Chalk
states,

The leadership which the elders possess is to
be understood in terms of service rather than
authority. Such an emphasis is underscored by
the use of the terms poimaino andepisltopeo
to define the nature of this responsibility. .
they emphasize the idea of the elders providing for and caring for the flock. Such translations as oversee and superintend are unfortunate expressions to the extent that they bear
.

Iloger It. Anders<¡n is an instructor in bictktgy al
Schoolcraft Community College
and liues in nearby Farntington.
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the connotation of authoritativeness---an idea
which does not inhere in the basic meaning of
the word.
Chalk states as a major theme on church leadership that aspiration to leadership is aspiration
to moral suasion. The New Testament terms for
"authority"---eJcousia and tímeo--are never used
with reference to church leaders. Once again, the
terms that are used indicate "shepherding" and
"caring forr" "visiting," "watching aftert' activities. Chalk also points out Peter's rejection of
"lording it over the charge alloted to you" (1
Pet. 5:3). Lordship belongs to Jesus alone, and
he rules elder and member alike (Rom.14:7-9,
Philip. 2:9-11). In conclusion, Chalk states that
elders must employ moral suasion only if. Peter's
instruction is to be honored since it is out of the
service which they perform for members that
they earn esteem and honor. Leadership based
on "rank" of position as an elder and "authority" is not the kind of leadership the New Testament describes. Apathy and tradition as well as
indoctrination in the authority of elders make it
difficult if not impossible to generate grassroots
support for objection to leadership based on this
wrong emphasis. But church members have every

In the early

church, the office-bearer had a
double function. Tlue, he was the leader and
director of the church; but he was the servant
and officer of the church. He had to answer
for his stewardship. No Christian office-bearer
must ever adopt an attitude in which he considers himself answerable to no one. He is answerable to God, and he is atrswerable to the
people over whom God gave him the task of
presiding.

\ühite elders are to refute gainsayers and false
teachers and prevent apostasy, they are not to

dictate what members must believe or study,
what their sources must be, or restrain the free
flow of thought from members to each other. It
is a serious mistake to assume that just because a
person is appointed to an "office" in the church
they thereby become infallible guides for determining right and wrong. It is also naive to think
that elders are always the best informed and spiritually mature people in the church. It must be
emphasized that elders or church leaders are to
lead by moral suasion only, There is no scriptural justification for "ruling" the congregation
by "authority" and there is indeed a strict prohibition of the Scripture against authority and
power to force compliance. What has been sadly

There is lto scriptural justif icatic¡n for 'rulitlg'

.l.ltere is itrdeerri
tire congregattion by 'autlrority' ancl
a

strict prorribition against arrtlrority
and power to force compliat-rce.

scriptural right to demand accountability from
their selected leaders with regard to their character as it affects their leadership.
The term "office" of 1 Timothy 3:2 has also
contributed to the concept of the eldership as a
position of authority from which to "rule." Carl
Spain comments on 1 Timothy 3:2 in his commentary, "Paul's use of task (ergon) is consistent
with the New Testament concept of office as a
service or \üork." He further states that the
"\¡vork" or "function" þraris) in Rornans 12:4
is synonymous with the "work" or "service"
(ergon\ in 1 Corinthians 12:4-6. Spain concludes
that there is no Greek word for "office," only
"workt'or "task.tt
Elders are answerable to the congregation who
selected them as well as to God. William Barclay,
biblical scholar, commentator, and translator,
points out that church leaders were liable to censure (1 Tim. 5:1"9-22). In his commentzuy on
'limothy, Barclay points out,
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lacking in many elderships is the ability to appreciate and trust the responsibility' judgment'
and love of the truth on the part of others in the
congregation.

The church is not a corporation, and the leadership is not to be a corporate board of directors.
What may be effective and efficient management

methods in the world, the use of rank and authority, are often unsatisfactory and disregarding
of people, Christian ethics, and Scripture. When
a congregation permits any group of people to
assume authority and control of its spiritual beliefs and lives, it denominates itself and is no different in that regard from any other ecclesiastical-lay hierarchy. It was precisely this error that
reformers and restorationists opposed and sought
to change.
F or an eldership to be authoritarian, it must
of necessity be composed of one or more members who are, as individuals, self'willed. The
character fault of being self'willed is expressly
93
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prohibited in Titus 1:7. Other translations of this
scripture than the King James Version translate
self-willed as not arrogant, not aggressive, not
overbearing, not given to self-gratification, and
not stubborn. The Greek word authades literally
means "pleasing himself

.

"

According to William Barclay, "The man who
is authades is an unpleasant character. He is the
man who is intolerant, who condemns everything that he cannot understand, who thinks that
there is no way of doing anything except his
way, who believes that there is no way to heaven
except his way, who is careless of the feelings of
others and contemptuous of the beliefs of
others." It is interesting to note that according
to Carl Spain in his commentary on Titus, the
wotd, authades is only found in Titus 7:7 and 2
Peter 2:10 and is also translated "willful."
Ø.c1 q, a"e1Ø
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If restoration of the New Testament church is

be a reality in each generation, we must guard
against the error of reestablishing a hierarchy
within Lhe Lord's church, no matter how convenient and comfortable, The freedom of the
miud and the soul found in Christ must not be
surrendered to others for safekeeping. To exercise this freedom is to be responsibìe and active.
Wishing to evade responsibility may be all too
often the very reason that some Christians are so
willing to give up their spiritual birthright.
Certainly the church is to have leaders. Those
leaders are to lead by love and example, moral
suasion. It is tragic that so often a leader who is
chosen for these qualities so soon resorts to
power and authority to force the congregation
to go his way. There is a more excellent way, and
it is my sincere hope that we will rediscover it. t
ØØø
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(Continued from p. 11)

prouided the opportunity to search and find.
Jesus said, "Seeh ønd you will find,,-not just
ideas, but truth, realityl peece, meaning.
You haue already tahen seueral ',leaps.,, There

isn't just one. The ultimate leap, belieue it or
not, is to say (and to some extent mean it),
"Thanh you God for M.5." (See I Thess. 5:1618.) You'll get there, but it won,t be easy.
You were a delight as a student and, you are a
joy as a friend. We will heep in touch. I,m disappointed I didn't get to see you after class. Another student hød a question or two and when I
looked up eueryone was gone. I wanted to giue
you a special thanhs and hug.
If it's all right with you, I'll be praying about
and for you. And you know what? I think I,d
lihe for you to pray for me.
Bless

you,

Jennings Dauis, Jr.

P.S.-/ thoroughly enjoyed this

class. The trip
down was beautiful along the coest, being with
you and the others was stimulating, and the trip
back contemplatiue. Thqnks for the neat',fellowship." I just ran across the brief account of the
øpostle Paul's struggle wtth his physicøt ailment
(we don't hnow what it waq but most thinte it
was partial blindness). It is found in 2 Corin-

thians 12:1-10.

Dear Professor:

Life is such a funny process that, as Frankl

14.
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points out, we cannot actively pursue our mean_
ing in it. If I were to be confronted with a fairy
godmother who would grant me any wish, I
would wish to be a writer! In a more realistic
light I have entertained this as a possibility some_
day. But never did I dream someone would consider that I did them a favor by allowing some_
thing to be published. you certainly may use my

paper.

First Thessalonians is still pretty heavy for me
to accept, but I wilt remember it.
Second Corinthians I2:I0,,,Therefore I take
pleasure in infirmities, in reproaches, in necessities, in persecutions, in distresses for Christ's
sake: for when I am weak, then am I strong." I
take pleasure? No-this does not come easily to
understanding. And to take pleasure for Christ's
sake?

Sorry about not getting to say thanks after
but I couldn't decide if that was a long or
short chat. I'll hold you to that hug next time
class,

we meet.
I became weepy when you asked me to pray
for you. No one has ever asked that of me. I will.
Time to close before my exuberance in this
Ietter begins to take on book length.
I certainly appreciate all of the special effort
you have taken for me. I know you are a very
busy person. Yet I'm not surprised-*it is another example of your living sermon that so
intrigues me.
Shauna Whitworth

t
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There was ortce atì old nran wlro lived alone itr a fitle
house that was, however, situatr,:d irr a rutt-dowrl rteìglt"
borhoocl. The matt was rich by some starìclarLjs, but by

IAMP
UNDER

A

the standarcls of the rreighborhooci lre was all eniperor,
He was viewed witlr awe ârld respect lly rnost of tlre
people there, Childretr told storics aboLlt tlle vast wealth
stored in the old man's house Nr¡ otre lrad r:vr:r br:etr ittside his house, at"rd very rarely clìcl the ¡reo¡rle cver see
him, except when he left fr.rr worl< and carne llon¡e, ol
when he went out to shop f or ç¡roceries.
Occasionally there woulcl be visitors to tlre old tnatl's
house, men who drclve big cars, wore three-pir-'cr: sLlits,
and carrieci black briefcases, But ralely dìc1 anyotte else
ever visit, except otr 1-hanl<sgivìrrg arttl Cllristtrras, wlren

the neighbor-s woulcl notice the arrival of several
f

iI

cars

led with festìve ly-dressetJ ¡rer:¡:le and ch i ld rert -'pl'esurn-

BUSH EL

ably the old rrian's familY.
Years passecl, ancl the peo¡rltl irr tlre neiglrborhood
went about tlreir daily routilres of worl< and sweat, cr isis
and relief, des¡rair and tetnperecl lro¡.:e, l:¡owetl Lry a general feeling of r"nalaise regardirrg llre fol lune s of lifc, and
tlrus barely conscious of thr¡ firre house atlcl the secretive
old man clown the street. l-hcir cLlriosity r¡vas slrlotl¡ered
by the hopeless struggle for life. lrr tltre, thr: old tnat'r

A Parable from Matthew 5:15

was dismissed as a rcclusìvc ttlisct.

By DALE W. SIMPSON

Then one day an atrbtllattce canìe to take away tlre
body of the olcl ¡ran, wlto hacl clìed several days r:arlier,
all alone. Some of his neìghbors, naturally sarJderlecl ancl
greatly curious about tlre old tr-ran, attenclecl his fr-lneral.
There they learned -to tlreir sur¡rrise-'of the old nran's
great philanthropy arrd his bourrtiful gr:trerr-rsity towald
'ì
disadvantagecl people irr a city far away. hey learnecl of
[)ro.qral]1s lre ilriliatetl and
of the scholarsh ì¡ls lre lracl
eclucation of nr:cdy stucletrts. Alrcl

tlre successftll corntrr-tr¡il.y

f unded tlrere. They lea¡rrecl

establislred

for the

they learned of his rlatiorlal lecognition as a l¡cnefactor'
As they left the little cha¡rel, the neiç¡hbors tool< with
them a greatly-increased res¡rect f or artd awe r¡f tllr: olcl
marr. But they also came awav rnritlr a vagr-re arrd dull
feeling of anger arrd frustratìon allout tlle old tran's falreaching philanthropy, previously utllclrowlr to the ¡reo¡rle
wlro livecl ìn the rur.r-clowrr rreiglrborlroocl itr whicl¡ he
lived and to which tltr:y trow llad to rerturtr. Allcl so, with
slow and laborecl stops, they walkcd llacl< horrle, fotlllrrg
t
a double loss, a clouble crn¡tt.ìttess.
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his own terms: a persotl who

had

done grave wrollg, wh<¡ as honesily
as he

By Bobbie Lee I{olley
tr'rom Potuer to Peace, by Jeb Stuart Magruder,
foreword by Senator Mar.h l{atfield (Waco,
'lcxas: Word Books, 19?B), 244 pp. gZ.g5. Revier,r'ed by Edward G.Ilolley, Dean of the School
of Library Science at the University of North
Carolina, and a member of the Chapel tlill
Church of Christ.
Ovcr the past five years, publishers

a su¡feit of bool<s
from the ¡rens of Watergate heroes
have produced

atrd villains. So¡ne have been inforrna-

tive, rnost have been self-justifying,
and a few have bcen fictional. Yet
the public, as is often true with sin,
has been fascinated by the spectacle.
Few of us have had thc stornach to

read all

of the volumes, but there

no doubt that these

is
b<>oks have been

avidly sought by the book-buying
public. I. have yet to read that any
Watergate book was not a commercial success. A few may have sold
fewer copies than l,heir authors or
publishers wanted; but, compared to

the books written by most of us,
both Watergate trivia and substance
have fared very well indeed. Some
day historians will try to sort out
from this "raw" datâ the facts upon
which a reasonable interpretation of
the characters and events of our nafiotral tragedy can be based.

'I'he first Watergate booh this reviewer read was Jeb Magruder's ,zln
American Life: One Mun's ll,oad to
lVatergale (7574). I found it an extraordinary account of how one trìem"

ber of the "eager beaver patrol" or
"straight arrows" allowed his belief
in lì.ichard Nixon and his concept of

x6
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the Arnerican Way of Life to underrnine his own moral principles. Un"
like most reviewers, I didn't think
Magruder was the "cry baby,' the
press had pictured him to be. His

book seemed to lne honest and sensitive, though unquestionably told from
his own point of view.
Magruder recounted his upbringing and his professional achievements
in the tradition of the great American
success story. If one worked hard,
was clean-shaven and professionally
dedicated, he would reach his own
heaven and save the American character in tlre process. That had worked
for him as it had worked for hun-

dreds of other Arnericans who were
dedicated to the Nixonia¡r cause. In
Lelling how he had ',lost his ethical
corìlpass," Magruder see¡ned to r.¡re
to make a lot of sense. Moreover, I
found his first book tr.¡ have a mini,
tnal amount of self-pity. He was also
remarl<ably rest¡ained in his judg"

ments

on his erstwhile colleagues,

many of whoni deserted him i¡r their
atternpts to save their own skins, not
the least of whom was the Presiclent
he served. If he rvas not as cold,
methodical, and calcuìating as Jol.rn
I)ean of Rlitzd Ambition famr:, then
perhaps one ought to accept him on

knew how regretted that wrong,

and wlìo felt keenly the burdens he
had placed on his family as a result.
In lris new book, Irrom power to
Peace, Magruder reveals the same human response that characterized his

first book, but with a difference: his
Christianity. He found friends like
Dr. Louis Evans, pastor of National

Presbyterian Church (chapter B), he
became acquainted with a small Christian fellowship, and he had his f)amascus Road experience when he
finally admitted that Jesus Christ
would forgive any sins---even his (pp.
76-78). He tells us what it is like to

confront one's children with the facù
that you're going to prison (chapter

4), f.o face the incessant press intrusions into one's personal life, to endure the incredible boredom of even
minimum security prisons (chapters

5-8), and to bear the ever-nagging
worry about how to provide for a
family when most visible means of

financial support are threatened. Magruder also reveals what an incredible
blessing came from these experiences.
In a commendable, often unobtrusive

way, Christian friends

low

placc's supported

in high and

him and

his

family through their ordeals.
Yet, as Senaùor Hatfield says in

his preface, Magruder's book is no
"from drunk to saint', testimony.

'lhat's what seems so appealitrg to me.
Magruder enjoyed no cheap grace,
and the reader does have an empathy
with the struggles he had to undergo.
He was more fortunate than.most, as
lre clearly recognizes (pp. 172-174,
208-210), to have a friend like Louis

Evans to guide him in the days afüer
Christian
has his low points as well as his highs,
¿ìnd ihe problern of finding God's
will for one's life is never easy.
Itrom Power lo Peace also gives

the Damascus lìoad. 'llhe
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one slightly different insight into the
persona of Watergate. Magruder
clearly respected Judge John Sirica, a
compassionate man despite his reputation as "Hanging John," (PP. 87,
156). He didn't care for lawyers Jill
Vollner and Richard Ben-Veniste,
who seemed chiefly intent on making
their reputations and punishing the

wicked rather than serving justice. He
was sorry for John Mitchell, who was
a more compassionate man than he

wanted the public to believe. Halde'
man comes through not onlY as the
martinet he obviously was but also as
one of the major hYPocrites in the
whole affair. And Magruder does reinforce one's view that John Dean
was both a man with an incredibtY
good memory and also one who
would do what was best for John
Dean. His relationship with Born
Again Charles Colson (the one who

will remain. Wasn't
Magruder fortunate to have his first
book selected for the Literary Guild
ging questions

gate and his testimony' The American

and go into a paperback edition?
Would Magruder, whose anxietY
about his family's financial welfare

sinner more than ninety-nine just per'
sons who need no rePentance. With
this kind Òf schedule he was not ablê
to form healthY and necessary Per-

comes through poignantly, have been
as receptive to Christianity if he were
down to his last nickel? The financial

anguish which bothered him as he

headed

for

Allenwood Prison

was

wart" reelected) has not been close,
even though Colson has obviously
been supportive at difficult times.
Yet Magruder is never vindictive
in discussing his past friends or enemies. Out of his experiences he comments:

I've noticed that many PeoPle ex'
pect all Christians to like each
other on sight, or at least to get

along together simply because they
are Christians. But you can't omit

the human factor. Some

PeoPIe

are mutually antagonistic to each
other, and being Christians doesn't
change that. . . . Vühat does make a

difference is that Christians can
work at reducing the antagonisms
(p.16e).

For many people, of course,
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nag'

sonal relationships, nor did he con'
sider testimonials the best service he
could render. His talents were organ'

izational*and Young Life

needed

to his Christian

them, He stoPPed his travels, spent a
summer studying the Old and New
Testaments in the Young Life Insti'
tute, and then cancelled his remain-

friends. Not everyone is so fortunate.
Moreover, he was able to come out
of prison to a Christian communitY

12) recounts Magruder's experience

surely mitigated by the success of his
books as well as the management consultantships he was able to enjoy be-

forehand, thanks

which could and did use his
doubted talents effectivelY.
Did Magruder have it too

un-

easY?

Maybe so, maybe not. One of the
most impressive parts of the book is

The American public is surely lihe God in one
respect: they loue to hear a repentant sinner more thøn
ninety-nine iust persons who need no repentance.

would earlier have run over his own
grandmother to get our "national

public is surelY like God in one re'
spect: they love to hear a rePentant

that his lec'
tures or speeches on behalf of his
first book, which came out in paper'

Magruder's realization

back after his incarceration, often degenerated into questions about Watergate with a healthy dose of skepticism
about his conversion (pp. 194-195).

Cartoonist Gary Trudeau had a field

day with Magruder's publicity tour.
Halfway through the tour Magruder
realized it was a waste of time and
gave it up. He and his family had a

life to get on with and running

around publicizing his book seemed
to place him back in the same rat
race he'd already experienced.

Later, after he joined the Young
Life organization, he got on the banquet circuit again; but he discovered
that his whirlwind, one-night stands

were not promoting Young L,ife.
People wanted to hear about Water-

ing engagements.

The last part of the book (chaPter
as a staff member.at Young Life, an
organization that tries to relate Christianity to the needs of young people

through training programs, summer'
camps, and worthwhile local clubs,
not necessarily connected with the
organized church. This pursuit has
led him to seek further training in
counselling through a joint program
in social work at Rutgers and the M.
Div. degree at Princeton Theological
Seminary, where he is in his second
year.

In an interview called "Jeb Magruder at Princeton," Phillip B. Taft,Jr.,

in

The New Reuiew of Boohs ønd
Religion (September 1978), says that
"While I was prepared for a slick
dash of Nixonian public relations and
a dose or two of Main-Stream Ameri'
can religious platitudes, I found just
the opposite: a sensitive, struggling
Protestant who's taking risks*both

time and money-in his Christian
faith" (p. 3). That seems to me to

sum up pretty well what this book
is about: Jeb Magtuder's journeY
in faith. Is he serious about Christianity or is he just putting us on? Put
me down for one of the believers,
and read the book for yourself. [t's
worth it.
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On Renewal Churches

abide

It seems to me that a few simple
observations on "The Psychology of
Renewal Churches" (October issue)
are in order. I appreciated the comments of Tom Winter in the October
Forum concerning functional sociol-

us?

ogy and classical liberalism. After
reading them, I turned to part II of
the Lloyds' article. I have to agree

in Christ, where does that put

Iæt us all then resolve to stay in
touch with "home base" and remain
open to the voice of God that speaks
to us in the Bible and is confirmed in
our daily lives. Iæt us embrace the
"full gospel" and joyfully acknowledge to our Father that his word will
not return to him void.
John McCook
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

with Winter's comment thaî so-called
renewal groups differ from their tra.

ditionalist counterparts socially more
than theologically.
A subtle example of this may be
seen in the second part of the Lloyds'

Accept Them as They Are
Thank you for publishing the intbrmaùive and heartening interview
with the members of the A Cappella

the body-soul dualism of the',cognitive" approach, they conclude that
"any approach, religious or not, toïyard mankind must be holistic in
thrust." Here a dichotomy is still
maintained between the "religious"

Chorus, the gay group of members in
the Churches of Christ (October issue). It is time that all Christians realize that there are Christians who are
gay and they should be accepted as

article itself where, after criticizing

and the "non-religious" realms, and

while such a dichotomy is maintained,
a truly holistic approach to mankind
remains blocked.
It may seem that I am being quite

radical about words here, but I believe that is what it takes. In a way,
the traditionalists are right in their
unconscious emphasis on knowledge,
for Jesus himself put it simply that
"eternal life is to know the Father
and Jesus Christ, whom he has sent"

(Jno. 1?:3). If the "logos" doctrine
of John 1:1-5 is taken at face value,
this kind of "gnosis" is simple indeed, something that everyone, whether "traditionalistt' or "renewalist"

has access

to, but which

nobody
seems to be satisfied to abide in. My
question is, if we aren't content to
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they are-just as our Lord

accepts

each of us.
Dr.. Ralph Blair, president
Evangelicals Cor¡cerned

New York, New York

Homosexuality ls Negative
Regarding "The A Cappella Chorus" (October issue), the thrust of

what

I

have to say about homosexu-

ality is negative. My opposition to
homosexuality

is

based

not

frankly, but I hope with respect to
the humanity and person of gays,
both men and women.

(1) Homosexuality is not authenas a way of life. Being "gay" is a
farce and a tragic misrepresentation
of what it means to be human, as well
tic

as Christian.

It

is a fantasy world, in

which two people of the same sex
pretend that one of them is of the
opposite setc.ln a male-male relation.
ship, one of the two always takes on
the t'persona" or characteristics

of

ception. Usually the result is a real

"odd" couple, as the "malet' persona
of the two is usually exaggerated,
while the "female" persona is often
brutalized and always dominated.

What I thought was amazing was the
tremendous amount of pornography
displaying female anatomy, which
was kept by the "gay" men.

In a lesbian relationship, the roles
in much the same way.

are treated

One of the lesbians assumes an exaggerated male persona, while the other
takes a very submissive female role.
Homosexuality is a sin, in that it de-

nies God's great gifts of masculinity
It is a tarnished illusion which does not, satisfy.

and femininity.

upon

Bible thumping but rather a year's experience in Dallas as a counselor at a
crisis center. I spent many hours rap-

(2) Homosexuality is not redempliue as a way of life. This means that

the Christian

homosexuality is destructive to the
personality and spirit of humanity.
With all the "gay" couples that I met
in Dallas, and in other places, I never
once met two people in a meaningful,

conclusions.

redemptive human relationship of any
sort,, much less a love relationship.

ping with gays about Jesus,

the

church, and homosexuality.
Based upon the ethic of Jesus and
message, as well as my
experience, have reached several

I
I will state them very

a

female. This is the height of self-de-
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The single gays that I met there were
very promiscuous, and some admitted
preying on small boys. In a year's

time, the scarring of the personality
obvious. Only one
person came close to being a truly

of the gays was

authentic, searching person. He told
me one day that he had great doubts
about his style of life and that he felt
a lot of personal anguish. He said,
"Maybe the church is right, but they
have neglected to share God's love
and salvat¡on with us!" I acknowledged his assessment as tragically true,
but related
him what genuine

to

Christianity was. This person was
counselor, and
for him.

I

I

a

had a lot of respect

Two of the most destructive

gays

have ever met were a preacher and

a lesbian missionary, both members
of the Church of Christ. The minister
was always on the prowl for young
men with weak personalities. The lesbian had settled down in house-keep-

ing with an ultrafeminine
whom she convinced

to

woman

enter into

the relationship. The lesbian missionary totally dominated the other wo.
man's life, and the amount of jealousy
was very destructive to both of them.
Homosexuality is a destructive force
which lures and drives people from
their true sexuality before God.

innate phenomenon, but rather a
learned experience. I actually saw
older gays bring in young men in
doubt of their sexuality and try to
convince them that they are really
gay. A gay counselor tried to recruit
me into a relationship with him when
he learned that my wife and I had separated. He knew I was not gay, and
that I was very firm in my sexuality.
All in all, homosexuality fails the
three human tests of authenticity, redemptiveness, and legitimacy. It is a
denial of agøpe-love. The gays do
serve a purpose-they help us to see
our sins and hypocrisies. Church of
Christ people denounce homosexuality, but not war and violence. Church
of Christ people are big about, denouncing all kinds of sexual sins, but
many are guilty of the sin of pride.

of Christ people denounce
"the denominations," but fail to see
Church

their own sectarianism. I am not trying to let the gays off the hook, but
merely wish to point out the inconsistencies.

\üe are all human, and sin, and
make mistakes. But God, through his
grace has called all to repent and

turn to the Son, who is lifted

up

above all our sins, mistakes, struggles,
and incongruities. Iæt us all, gay and
non-gay, turn to Jesus, deny our selfish ways, and follow him.

(3) Homosexuality is not ø legitimnte mode of human sexuality. It is
not a gift of God; it is nothing more
than a learned experience. None are
"born gay." They are initiated into
the sad "gay" world by older experienced homosexuals. The studies of

Times, Divers Manners," by G. James
Robinson in last month's Mission. Mr.

Masten and Johnson bear out the
fact that homosexuality is not an

against one of the brotherhood's cen-
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Gary Cummings
[æwisville, Texas

God Still Speaks
Thanks

for the article, "Sundry

Robinson has boldly spoken out

tral points of doctrine-the exclusive

of the Bible as God's only revelation for modern time.
This of course is a view not even
supported by the Bible itself. Jesus
taught many lessons to his followers
use

based on the world around them. The

birds of the air and the flowers of the
fields were used to make concrete
lessons. The kingdom of heaven was

compared to everything from mustard seeds to an elderly woman's lifestyle. Christ seemed to say that God
had something to say to us every moment if we would only listen.
Paul went a step further saying in
the

fint

chapter of Romans that what

may be known about God is plain
from his creation. He gave an exam-

ple in 1 Corinthians 15, teaching
about death and the life to come:
"To each kind of seed, he gives its

own body" (NIV). This is not a piein-the-sky teaching but a firm, solid
lesson

to be learned about God from

his creation.

Too many people have feared to
let God speak to them today. Perhaps
it is tied up in our fear of letting the
Holy Spirit dwell in us. Let us hope
we can learn to listen and watch for
God's constant revelations to us. It
will bring a renewal to our individual
and collective lives that will bring us
back closer to what God meant for
man to be-a companion, someone
with whom he can walk and talk and
listen and help, someone whose rela-

tionship is not limited to words inspired 2,000 years ago, someone who
is alive and speaking today.
John R. Royse
Lalunta, Colorado
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Black and Whrte Chrrrche s
Keys to Reconctltatton
3

By PAUL PHILLIPS

In the February 1979 issue of Mission Cathy
Meeks confirmed what many have felt for a long
time was true: Iittle is being done in the white
church to heal the centuries-oldracial separation.
Where are the reconcilers? The church, which is
much influenced by surrounding cultural standards on race relations, has often moved at a
snail's pace, where it has moved at all, toward
reconciliation. In society at large, the 50s and
the 60s gave promise of far-reaching progress
toward the ultimate realization of the American
dream of liberty and justice for all with the inclusion of blacks into the mainstream of Ameri
can culture. But by the 70s most seemed to have
forgotten the promises. While many, if not most,
white churches resisted any effort at racial reconciliation, some did make significant beginnings but with little lasting effects.
Is racism so deeply entrenched in American
culture that no power can destroy it? Believers
in Jesus should be able to bear abundant testimony to the transforming power of God's love
in their lives. God sent his Son into the world
to perform the work of reconciliation, and the
Son committed the word and work of reconciliation to his disciples. But believers have forsaken the charge and neglected to do the work
of reconciliation. Although it has been 2,000
years since Jesus came to break down barriers
which divide people, the gap separating bìack
and white Christians remains very wide and deep.
The inspred apostle Paul was striking directly
at segregation and discrimination when he deDr. Paul Phillips is professor hislory ø,t Tennessee
State Uniuersity in Nashuille, a predominøntly blaclz uniuersity in its fit'st year of merger with the mostly whìle
Uníuersity of 'lennessee al Nashuille.
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clared "there is neither Jew nor Greek. for
you are all one in Christ Jesus" (Gal. 3;28).
White and black churches separated by racism
stand in glaring contradiction to the apostolic
principle of oneness.
Racism is largely based on myths, ignorance,
and fear. One of the most widely accepted myths
is that God ordained segregation with its corollaries of black inferiority, inequality, and servant
relationship to whites. Unfortunately, the white
church has done little to dispel the myths and
has embraced the cultural fear of black equality.
Instead of being in the forefront of social reform
following the Brown desegregation decision of
7954, the white church lagged so far behind that
no one can dispute the oft-made observation
that the eleven o'clock hour on Sunday morning
is the most segregated time of the week. And
those white churches which have made sincere
efforts to unite blacks and whites into one body
allegedly have lapsed into old paternalistic habits
by which blacks are still treated as inferiors.
If in any cross-cultural effort at reconciliation
blacks are treated as less than equals, that effort
is doomed to failure. If blacks cannot participate
fully in the corporate worship, the activity, and
the organizational and leadership structure of a
bi-racial church, it would be folly for them to
accommodate white consciences in order to take
a back seat"
In Nashville, Tennessee, a black evangelist who
is also a civil rights leader recently pointed out
how important the black church is to the community. He said: "It is all we have, It is the only
thing the black masses own and operate. The
church is our only institution. We don't own
banks and businesses. So, whatever the black
community is going to do has to be done, at
least in part, through the church." Until white
NOVEMBËR 1979

Christians become color blind arrd treat theìr
fellow blacks as full brothers and sisters in Christ,
black Christians will continue to cling to a separate identity which at least provides a base for
dealing with social problems and giving directic¡n
to social reform.
One approach to dealing with this complex
problem is through selective reading. Of course
the Scriptures instruct us in what we ought to
do. However, there is a body of non-sacred writings, including novels, autobiographies, biographies,documentaries---academic and secular works
as well as those written from a Christian perspective-which should help one to appreciate and
understand the tnore than 350 years of oppression, discrimination, and suffering of blacks in
America. Hopefully, too, a reading of the works
(by both black and white writers) in the following list, which includes only a few of the major
books written over the last three'quarters of a
century, should provide an impetus for reconciliation. That is my prayer.

A

Southern Prophecy: I'he Prosperity of the
South Dependent on the Eleuation of the
Negro, by Lewis H. Blair (1889). Blair, a heretic from the former Confederate capital,
penned a strong assault on segregation, dis-

crimination, and caste---a message which Blair's
generation totally rejected.
Souls of Black Folle, by W.E. B. DuBois (1903),
No other person has told the story of blacks'
struggles to be free so eloquently but so directly as did this early apostle of militancy in
some fourteen essays.
Itollowing the Color Line: American. Negro Citi'
zenship in the Progressiue Era, by Ray S.
Baker (1908). The reform movemeut which
began with the administration of 'Iheodore
Roosevelt did not include blachs, who suffered
from anti-black riots in major cities across the
lJnited States, lynch law, legal segregatiou,
and discrimination, and a grossly inequitable
judicial system.

Autobiography of an Ex-Colored Man, by
James W. Johnson (1912). The wounds suffered by a small child who for the first time
is branded a "nigger" are no less painful and
traumatic than the constant fear of being discovered, faced by a light-skinned black who
"passed" in white society.
Csste and Class in a Southern 'I'own, by John
Dollard (1937). In the mid-3Os, John Dollard
made a remarkable and revealing study into
NOVEMBER 1979

the day-to-day worhings of the racial

caste

system in a southern urban cotnmuuity.

of ilear, by Flodding Carter (1944); and
The Liberation of I'. B. Jones, by Jesse I{.
Ford (1964). In bold, descriptive, and raw
language, Carter and Ford tell the story of
racial violence in their native South.
Killers of the Dream, by Lillian Smith (rev. ed.,
1961). Killers of the dream of the good life
for all were the race-baiting politicians, the
preachers of race hatred, and the revivalists
who sr.rccessfully blocked out blacks from the
life of the nation in the post-Reconstruction
South. For a growing child, the keys to understanding life in the South were the three
taboos--in, sex, and segregation. But pent-up
anger and bitterness always lay smoldering in
the breasts of blacks.
An American Dilemmø, by Gunnar Myrdal (rev.
ed., 2 vols., 1964). A singularly significant
sociological study cited by the Supreme Court
in the Brown school desegregation case of
l-954. Swedish sociologist Myrdal's study of
race relations in the United States led him to
conclude that there was a wide gap between
the Arnerican creed as expressed in the Declaration of Independence and tlrie Constitution, and the reality of racial segregation, discrimination, and second class citizenship for
blacks in America.
Crisis in Blach and Wlzite, by Charles E. Silberman (1964). According to Silberman, this crisis can only be resolved by exchanging the
mesmerizing process which left blacks with an
Wínds

attitude

of inferiority for

the

self-assertive

demonstration of black equality.
7'o IJe Equal, by Whitney Young (1964). The
late head of the Urban League proposed that
the problem of blacl< inequaìity be attacked
by providing more jobs, decent housing, improved health standards, and more educational
opportunitÍes for blacks.
Black Voices: Att AnthoLogy of Afro-Arnerican
Literuture, ed. by Abraham Chapman (1968).
Chaprnan has brought to this volume selections from fiction, poetry, autobiography, and
criticism from major black writers including
Langston l{ughes, Iìichard Wright, and Arna
Bontenps. Much of it is protest writing which
describes in graphic detail the stark brutality
of racial violence.
Black Rage, by William l{. Grier and Price M"
Cobbs (1-968). The all-pervasive, dehumanizr01
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in¡4 syst;<:m ol clestructive r¿rcial oxploitation
robl¡eiì ltlar:hs <tf m¿rnhoocl and womanhood,
of e¡ssential inl.errpersonal relalionships, and
tumccì tnlrch black l'age iltwarcl to self-hatred
arrd

sr:l J'-rlt'¡rrc<:

iaLion.

Il.tsr¡ts: 'Ì'he Sago of an Antericctn FamiLy, by
Alex l"laley (1976). 'lhis book, plus the TV
di:amatizatiou of the saga, have done much to
create the climate of understanding essential
lor r¿r¡:ial reconciliati<in.
'l'he Cltnngirtg A[oocl in Atnerica: Ilrocling Comntitntent, by Ir'austine Jones (1977). Jones
contends that; the withdrawai of the federal
government from the responsibility of guaranteeing equal righl;s and equal opportunity for
alì lras resull,ecl in the erosion of lhe American
c<tmnljtiuent to blar:ks. F'reedom, equality,
and justice for all.. the fund¿rmental tenets of
the Amerir:an creed.*-may yet be realized if
the feder:al government in all three branches
again intr:rvcnes to uphold these rights. (ln recr:nl; months the Supreme Court has handed
down 1,he ïJahhe and Weber decisions uphoìding minorities' ri ghts. )
Strengtlt tr¡ Loue, by Martin L. King, Jr. (1g68).
ìr'rom br:hind ¡rrison bars, I)r. l(ing, winner of
the Nolte¡l Prizc for Peace, testified ilrat the
love of Jesus, aga¡le love which FIe demonstral,ccl for lJre worlcl at thi; cross, enabled him
i,o r¡vc¡rcr¡mc hate. IIe proclaimed this message
-agape Ìovet, thr: r:atylst for his dream of the
brotherhood of man_-as the antidote to racial
injustice and hatreri.
l|Lar:h and lj'ree, by 'lom Sl<inner (1968). How
cloes a l¡I¿rck teenage leader of a Harlem
¡¿lietlo gang face 129 l<nife-wielding, gun-toting
toughs, l;c'lÌ them thal; he's quitting the gang
and live? l\4r:mbers of the gang rvho wanted to
slit his l.hroat or stab hirn in the back, Skinner
rel.atcs, found 1,]remselves literally glued to
thejr seal,s by a power which thev could not
explain" lloin Skinnerr tells a thrilling story of
the trar:sforming ¡rower of Jesus who gave him
ncw lifc. 'lhe swift chan¡¡e in the direction of
his life wa$ as radical ancl as real as that of the
a¡roslle Ilaul" After his conr¡ersion, Skinner
conl,inuecl fo move in the rriolent world of the
ghe{,to, L¡ut now with the protection and guidance of lhe l,ord, he provides the reader with
l<een insigl'rts iLlto the t,raditional role of the
black r:hurr:h" i{e also points up how black
')')
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nationalists attack Christianity as the white
man's religion.
The Emancipation of Robert Sad.ler, by Robert
Sadler with Marie Chapian (1975). Fifty years
after the Emancipation Proclamation, Robert
Sadler, sold by his father into slavery, spent
nearly ten of his boyhoodyears in bondage on
a plantation in South Carolina. On a Sunday
morning, fourteen-year-old Sadler walked off
the plantation to freedom, but his walk simply
led him into a larger world of racial brutality,
violence, and poverty of the depression years
of the 30s. He found real freedom and meaning to his life in complete surrender and service to the Lord.
Let Justice Roll Down and A Suiet Reuolution:
The Christian Response to Human Need. . . A
Strategy for Today, by John Perkins (19?6).
In the Foreword to Let Justice Roll Down,
Senator Mark Hatfield says that it is ,,a story
of what happens when faith in Christ thrusts a
person into the midst of the struggle against
racism, oppression and injustice." When John
Perkins, son of a Mississippi sharecropper, fled
the violence of that state vowing never to return, he did not know that the Lord would
send him back into that caldron of racial upheaval and violence which errupted in the 60s.
The cost of discipleship meant that he would
be on the receiving endof savage brutality and
torture for his efforts to organize blacks economically against white violence. Perkins re.
sponded to white hatred with the love of
Jesus. His response to the plight of blacks was
a "quiet revolution" which coalesced in the
Voice of Calvary ministry, an ongoing minis.
try of evangelism coupled with social action.
Perkins' work of reconciliation involved blacks
and whites working together to break down
racial and economic barriers through the establishment of co-ops, a Bible institute, a tutoring program, and a health clinic in an effort
to meet the total needs of oppressed and poor
peoples.

Running for Jesus, by Madeline M. Jackson with
Jerry B. Jenkins (1977); and Jesse, The Møn
Who Outran Hitler: A Spiritual Autabiography, by Jesse Owens and Paul Neimark
(1978). Former Tigerbelle Madeline Manning
Jackson, who ran in three Olyrnpic games, hid
from no one that her purpose in running was
for the glory of God. After a humiliating defeat in the 800 meter semi-finals at l\4ontreal
in 1976, a reporter asked her how she could
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claim victory. Her answer was that she believed Romans B:28, and that there were other
victories to be won besides that one on the
track. When Jesse Owens, soll of an Alabama
sharecropper, won four gold medals at the
Olympics in Berlin in 1936, Hitler walked out
of the stadium in total disbelief that a black
American could defeat athletes of the "super
race." Owens responded to Hitler's racism by
testifying to his faith in Jesus at those games.
Wønt Somebody to l{now My Name, by Cathy
Meeks (1978). Cathy Meeks, product of a poor
sharecropper family in Arkansas, administrator at Mercer University in Macon, Georgia,
has found her identity in God's world as a reconciler. She believes that reconcilers (and
there are too few of them) must hit the prob-

lems of race, poverty, and other social problems head-on, and they must find practical
and real answers to real life struggles.
Soul on Fire, by Eldridge Cleaver (1978)' Nothing but the miraculous power of Jesus Christ
could transform Eldridge Cleaver from a militant, violent, criminal, BIack Panther-Muslim,
and Marxist, into a meek, quiet, loving reconciler. After fleeing across several continents to
gain his freedom, this fugitive from justice
paradoxically surrendered that freedom to
come home to jait in California. His surrender
to law authorities followed his surrender to
Jesus, who gave him a freedom which he had
never before known. After serving a term in
prison, born-again Cleaver now devotes his
t
Iife to a prison ministry.

CONSERVATISM
JOHN PAUL STYLE

Pope John Paul

II apparently

surprised the
American media during his trip here, by showing them his conservative side. Earlier, his
expansive warmth, his relaxed manner, and his
evident good humor were welcomed by the
predominantly liberal press as signs the new
pope was a true namesake of the liberal
John XXII. It was therefore a shock to some
when John Paul reminded us that he is also
the namesake of the conservative Paul VI. For
the visiting pope took a hard line against

artificial means of birth control, extra-marital
sex, homosexuality, mercy killing, and
women priests.
While his dogmatisms are arguable, the new
pope's style of conservatism is refreshing and
commendable. It can be contrasted with the
solemn posturing of a conservative like Protestant Carl Mclntyre, which invites the media
to caricature the conservative cause. In fact,
few conservatives can be described in the terms
used above for John Paul:warm, relaxed, and
possessed

of good humor. Rather, they often

appear pinched in spirit, uptight, and humorless.
NOVEMBER 1979

Why is this so often true? Perhaps it is beor traditionalists feel
threatened by our anti-authoritarian age. They
feel the weight of the future, and become
fearful that their cause may not be represented in it. They may become defensive and
ì'rostile by the knowledge that the media is
far to their left and often describes them un"
fairly. On the other hand, Iiberals have little
at stake-the fact that the ship of society
is adrift does not disturb them for they no
Ionger have moorings worth being defensive
about.
cause conservatives

Whatever the reasons

for all this,

conserva-

tives could learn from this pope's demeanor.
If their hearts, like Wesley's, have been
warmed by God's love, surely they can be
warm to others, instead of hostile or defensive. If they have the truth, surely they can
relax in the security of the fact that truth
will triumph. And if they have God on thei.r
side, why not, with John Paul, laugh about
it now and then?
-RD
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